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ABSTRACT Cloud computing concepts offer effective and efficient tools for addressing resource-hungry

computational problems. While conventional methods, architectures, and processing techniques may limit

cloud data center performance, software-defined cloud computing (SDCC) is an approach where vir-

tualization services to all network resources in a dc are software-defined and where software-defined

networking (SDN) and cloud computing go hand in hand. SDCC-related concepts change the previous state

of affairs by promoting the centralized control of networking functions in a data center. A key objective of

developing software-driven cloud infrastructure is that the networking hardware, software, storage, security,

and network traffic management is open and interoperable. This facilitates easy installation and management

of networking functions in the cloud infrastructure. Employing SDCC concepts to cloud data centers can

improve resource administration challenges to a greater extent. This paper presents a survey on SDCC.

We begin by introducing SDCC environments and explain its main architectural components. We identify

the essential contributions of various developments to this field and discuss the implementation challenges

and limitations faced in their adoption. We also explore the potential of SDCC in two domains, namely,

resource orchestration and application development, as case studies of specific interest. In an attempt

to anticipate the future evolution, we discuss the important research opportunities and challenges in this

promising field.

INDEX TERMS Cloud computing, data centers, infrastructure management, networking, network functions

virtualization, scalability, software defined networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing [1] is an important computing technology

built around the concept of reduced investment and pay-per-

use billing solutions, with cloud service providers typically

employing ‘‘pay-as-you-go’’ models. The adoption of cloud-

based services has become more and more pervasive, as this

paradigm provides a perfect fit for a wide range of appli-

cations, e.g. those leveraging the potentialities of the IoT

domain [146].

SDN is a concept in computer networking where net-

work administrators can manage network services through

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Xiao Liu.

flexible software-defined control and functions. The SDN

concept suggests separating network control functions from

its data plane for ease of administration and allows remote

access to the data center (DC) switches for network traffic

management [2]–[5]. This distinguishes it from conventional

network administration concepts. SDN concepts are pivotal

in Software-Defined Cloud Computing (SDCC) because they

facilitate multi-tiered applications and ensure that user trans-

actions are being processed within a prescribed time frame

under certain Service Level Agreements (SLAs). This has

been briefly explained in [6]–[10]. Since their inception,

SDCC [11] concepts have addressed several issues related to

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [11]–[13], DC and
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FIGURE 1. (a) SDDC administration model. (b) Major components of
SDDC.

cloud computing models [14], [15], value-added network

services deployment [16] and network management frame-

works [17]–[19].

SDCC [22], [147], Software-Defined Cloud (SDC),

or Software-Defined Cloud Networking (SDCN) automates

data center features by employing virtualization functions

to all resources and functions [14]. While SDCC concepts

evolved in line with non-standard behavior of switching

and routing elements in cloud DCs, the need for SDCC is

of profound importance in networked environments where

the standard behavior of a switch or a router is not opti-

mized [17], [18]. Indeed, SDCC concepts facilitate process-

ing and dynamic configuration of links and nodes through

SDN controllers, removing complications in configuration

and management of cloud resources and enabling net-

work administrators to dynamically modify network con-

figurations to uphold incoming service requests from cloud

tenants.

Fig. 1(a) illustrates a generalized layout of a SDCC admin-

istration model. It presents an architecture consisting of

cloud and network controllers where a network administrator

can configure network traffic, SDN policies and devices

through cloud controller [19]. In Fig. 1(b), we highlight the

main SDCC architectural elements. The cloud controller is

responsible to manage the underlying physical resources,

virtual machine management, and storage allocation

functions. A network controller parses the network speci-

fication into configuration commands, resulting in sets of

policies to be installed on the SDN-enabled switches [20].

This process results in the centralized management of net-

work traffic and is the fundamental concept behind SDDC

paradigm.

A. CONTRIBUTION OF THE PAPER

The field of SDCC is quite new [147]. Notably, this work

deals with the vast topic of SDCC, Cloud Computing and

DCs. The term ‘‘SDCC’’ is itself complicated [21]. We there-

fore carefully considered in our paper only those works that

qualify the definition of SDCC coined in [22] and which

provide an opportunity for a complete SDCC employment in

future.

1. We begin the paper by introducing the concepts of

cloud computing and software-defined cloud computing and

discuss the main SDCC architectural elements.

2. We present an overview of related developments of

SDCC and discuss the implementation challenges in detail.

We confine our discussion about implementation challenges

to four major aspects, namely programmability, scalability,

security, and interoperability.

3. Assuming that a neat, clear and open interface among

networking devices is required in order to get aligned with

the growing needs of users, we selected Meridian [23] and

Frenetic [24] as our case studies. Meridian framework can

be incorporated with multiple cloud controllers for bringing

in the SDN advantages to cloud DCs, whereas the latter

delivers a consistent way of writing and reasoning with SDN

applications. A short description of available SDN controllers

is also provided in Table 2.

4. In order to address the limitations faced in large-scale

adoption of SDNs, we conduct a study on SDCC plat-

forms and thereafter propose an eleven-point future direction

stream.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an

extensive study on the building blocks of SDCC infrastruc-

ture. Section III presents related work on recent developments

made to achieve SDDC benefits. In Section IV, we highlight

the implementation challenges necessary to unleash the full

potential of SDDCs. Limitations in large scale adoption of

SDCC concepts are discussed in Section V. In section VI,

we investigate Meridian [23], and Frenetic [24] frameworks

as case studies. We also explore their functioning and imple-

mentation challenges in detail. The discussion in Section VII

explains the current research efforts in the area, future work

and available opportunities. Finally, section VIII concludes

the paper.
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FIGURE 2. System architecture of software defined networks.

II. ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

SDCC can be defined as an approach for developing cloud

services where management and monitoring of all the

resources (compute, storage, data center, security, SLA, etc.)

are software-defined [25]. This concept enables flexible man-

agement of hardware and software resources. In Fig. 1(b),

we highlight the major elements of SDCC. SDCC encom-

passes a variety of concepts and infrastructure components,

where each component can be provisioned, operated, and

managed through an API. In the following, we report a

description for the main SDCC architectural elements.

A. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING

SDN separates network control and data functions [11]. The

sophistication of SDN allows it to cater to the high bandwidth

needs of applications. Enterprise networks have to set up

new applications and virtual machines on demand to accom-

modate new processing requests such as those for big data.

SDN allows IT managers to experiment with network con-

figuration without impacting the network. In SDNs, network

applications running on an operating system can smoothly

manage network behavior. It is because all the applications

can access the same network information by using the global

network view functions. A simplified architecture of SDN

concept is provided in Fig. 2.

SDN design principles ensure a flexible and manage-

able solution to conventional networking problems. A short

description of the main attributes of the SDN paradigm is

reported in what follows:

1. Flexible: SDNs decouple network control and forward-

ing functions. This enables administrators to manage network

functions in a flexible and hassle free way.

2. Agile: SDN architecture allows administrators to admin-

ister network traffic flow according to their own require-

ments.

3. Manageable: The SDN controller facilitates in provid-

ing a global view of network state which eases network

management.

4. Centralized: A centralized controller device makes it

much easier to access data about real time flows on the

network.

5. Configurable: SDN lets network managers config-

ure network resources themselves by using open standard

software programs.

6. Neutral: SDNs open standards simplify network design,

operations and frees network from vendor-specific devices

and protocols.

Administrative efficiency, improvements in server utiliza-

tion, better control of virtualization, and other benefits should

result in operational savings. In SDNs, the major difference

with respect to traditional networks is that SDN network

elements only cover forwarding functions with no intelli-

gence as the control plane functions are implemented in

a distinct (centralized) location called SDN controller [3].

As shown in Fig. 3, the SDN architecture consists of the

following major components:

1. Forwarding Device: It consists of hardware and software

based devices at data plane aimed to perform basic network-

ing operations.

2. Southbound Interface: It is a collection of instruction

sets used as forwarding device and is defined by a southbound

API.

3. Northbound Interface: It is the interface provided by

Network Operating System (NOS) or SDN controller to

develop applications. It enables users to communicate with

forwarding devices.

4.Control Plane:The control plane carries signaling traffic

for routing. It is used for controlling network functionalities

and traffic rules through data plane by using southbound

interface elements.

5. Data Plane: The data plane carries user traffic and

consists of interconnected switching elements connected

together through wireless radio channels or wired cables.

6. Management Plane: Consists of set of applications to

leverage Northbound Interface functionalities by implement-

ing network management operations. Its main purpose is to

define policies which can be translated as instructions for

executing different tasks.

The transformation landscape in SDN (from traditional

networks) is expected to evolve in the future. With fewer

developments carried out in migrating traditional networks

to SDN paradigm, research efforts are underway at ONF

[25], [26], ITU-T [27] and IETF [28]. SDN-enabled devices

can co-exist with traditional Ethernet devices. In this regard,

a solution like ForCES [29] is an approach in traditional

network management where control and data planes of

a networking device are separate but they exist in the

same network element. This approach helps in adopting

SDN features without changing the backbone of the net-

work. In the following section, we present a quick review

on developments made in switching designs and network

hypervisor based solutions for enabling gradual transfor-

mation of networks from traditional Ethernet to SDN

technology.
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FIGURE 3. SDN planes along with their related role and functions in a network.

Juniper [30], IBM [31] and HP [32] released their SDN

based switching and routing devices for DCs. These periph-

erals have hybrid switching capabilities to support both con-

ventional Ethernet and SDN OpenFlow standards.

Network Hypervisor offers high-level abstractions and

enables distinct virtual machines (VMs) to share hard-

ware resources through APIs. Solutions like FlowVisor [33],

Network Virtualization Platform (NVP) [34] and IBM

SDN VE [35] are few of the available commercial multi-

tenant hypervisors which also support conventional cloud

environments.

B. SOFTWARE-DEFINED INFRASTRUCTURE

The term Software-defined infrastructure (SDI) can be

defined as a technical computing infrastructure entirely

managed by software without any operator or legacy soft-

ware. It refers to a comprehensive, fully integrated hybrid

cloud computing environment and provides the enabling

ingredients for SDN technologies to work in harmony

with cloud functions [35]. In SDI, all components of a

DC follow software-defined principles, such as comput-

ing, storage, security and data transmission across network

nodes and switches. Organizations must develop software-

defined infrastructures over time, step-by-step. In order to

transform conventional cloud infrastructure to SDI, DCs

require SDN-enabled equipment and technologies [41]. This

will ultimately give rise to a pure Software-defined envi-

ronment (SDE), where the whole computing infrastructure

would be software defined. Transforming conventional DCs

to SDDCs can be realized by adopting a test and trial trans-

formation procedure. A pure SDE insists on a single point

of control and orchestration for cloud based services and

applications [42]. This helps in an easy management and

administration of DC management function. The following

sections review the developments and implications of SDEs

over existing clouds infrastructures. In Fig. 4, we illustrate a

SDE which uses application-aware techniques to manage DC

issues in real time.

SDN-enabled switches help users to meet the scalability

demands for implementing private and hybrid clouds. This

reduces network traffic congestion issues. They also ease

the deployment of on-demand applications by using isolated

virtual networks. SDN-enabled switching schemes facilitate

users to program and manage issues related to network visi-

bility, availability and changing workloads.

Novel SDN switch designs proposed in [36], [37] are

appearing in numerous hardware combinations. Similarly,

design solutions like the parallel lookup model [38], [39] can
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FIGURE 4. Workflow of services in a SDE.

also be applied to conventional cloud environments for reduc-

ing data center equipment costs. OpenFlow switch arrange-

ments described in [40] elaborate on the ways to overcome

the shortcomings of flow table sizes by using new switching

design solutions.

SDEs push a data center networking approach to a level of

completely virtualized environment which is based on open

standards. SDEs consist of a cloud infrastructure enabledwith

software-defined principles and concepts. In SDEs, work-

loads are managed without considering the restrictions of

underlying networking infrastructure, i.e. they are not tech-

nology or vendor specific [35], [41]. This approach helps in

simplifying IT operations and management.

The IBM SmartCloud Orchestrator is a practical imple-

mentation of SDE [42], [43]. It facilitates existing cloud

infrastructures to follow limited software-defined concepts

using APIs. It also enables the resulting cloud architecture to

deliver cloud services on OpenStack and Amazon EC2 plat-

forms. More in general, in SDEs, workloads and network

services are assigned to the most appropriate IT resources.

Resources are selected on the basis of an application’s char-

acteristics and security. They also reduce the number of steps

involved in managing public, private and hybrid cloud ser-

vices by using a centralized easy-to-use interface. A compar-

ison between the traditional approaches and SDE supported

features is provided in [42], [43].

C. SOFTWARE-DEFINED DATA CENTERS

In software-defined data centers, the control of the data

center is fully automated by software. It means that the

hardware configuration ismaintained through intelligent soft-

ware systems. SDDCs extend virtualization concepts to all

DC services. It also enables communication between legacy

FIGURE 5. Architecture, services and roles performed in a SDDC.

and software-defined DC peripherals. This enables network

administrator to control network services, thereby shrinking

or expanding network resource usage to meet desired level of

service assurance.

SDDCs constitute a vision where all aspects of a DC (i.e.

compute, networking, storage, security etc.) are managed

through hardware independent management and virtualiza-

tion system [46]. Applications running on top of SDDCs

can define their own resource requirements which help in

reducing operational expenditures. Architecting SDDC appli-

cations leads professionals to rethink the design, automation,

orchestration and billing processes [61]. In Fig. 5, we high-

light some major roles and services in a SDDC. SDDCs are

still in their infancy, and will witness a great deal of inno-

vation over the next few years. The true benefit of software

definition can only be delivered through re-imagining theway

DC resources are managed and controlled that transcends

simple virtualization.

Presently, cloud DCs are being transformed to SDDCs on

an experimental basis. This includes partial transformation,

migration and integration processes where switching hard-

ware is replaced with software-defined hardware equipment

[63], [64]. This also includes integration of communication

layers between legacy hardware equipment and DC facilities.

Below we provide a 3 points description of SDDC infrastruc-

ture architecture:

1. Physical hardware and legacy infrastructure: It consists

of hardware equipment that can be used for delivering virtu-

alization services across physical or legacy systems.

2. Management layer: The layer comprises of a collection

of development, management, monitoring and performance

tuning applications which can help in administering hardware

resources.

3. Infrastructure bridging elements: These elements inte-

grate management applications with DC components using

various SDN-enabled hardware devices and APIs.

In order to commission true SDDCs, complete transfor-

mation of all DC functions must be ensured. As SDDCs are

in their trial stages, information regarding implementation of

a pure SDDC is not available in literature. Thus available
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literature only discusses implementation scenarios where

legacy equipment is in complete harmony with SDC equip-

ment for limited and specific range of interests. To the best of

our knowledge, there is no SDDC standard currently available

in the market. DMTF [44], is an association dedicated to

promoting enterprise and systems suggested to develop an

Open Software Defined Data Center (OSDDC) incubator

[45], [46]. The OSDDC aims to develop real world based

architectural specifications for SDDCs which can provide

clear definitions to scope of SDDC concepts. The specific

advantages of SDDC will vary from network to network, but

there are benefits from network abstraction and the agility it

offers for network administration and automation.

D. SOFTWARE-DEFINED SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT

SLAs are used to identify enterprise level service-level

requirements [13]. An SLA includes penalties for non-

compliance. In order to checkwhether an SLA is being imple-

mented, various audit mechanisms are implemented such as

the service level objectives (SLOs) [13], [23]. Concrete and

measurable SLOs are often used to test that an SLA is being

implemented properly. Distributed systems such as cloud data

centers are difficult to design and operate. Keeping in view

their complexity, SLAs must be designed to reduce service

delivery constraints.

Software-defined SLAs (SD-SLAs) constitute an impor-

tant part of the SDCs and their importance is expected to

increase due to highly optimized service deliverance require-

ments in SDDCs [53]. They provide novel methods to for-

malize SLAs and SLOs. In SD-SLAs, a SD-SLA-aware

resource manager can treat SLO configuration regardless of

the vendor-specific traffic flow rules. This helps in automatic

reconfiguration without further complicating the system. In

Fig. 6, we illustrate an SD-SLA resource manager admin-

istering VM services through a SD-SLA orchestrator on a

platform of shared network devices.

Service-specific implementation of SLAs is important to

meet changing SLO requirements. In [47], [48], authors dis-

cussed guidelines for SD-SLAs in public clouds. SD-SLAs

must be implemented to utilize available resources in the

best possible way. SD-SLAs are vendor and technology-

independent. Due to design challenges in the development

of distributed systems, a variety of approaches can be imple-

mented to manage changing requirements of DCs. In the

absence of meaningful data, the original service-provider

SLA is the only way to gain basic insight into network per-

formance. With in-depth reporting, an enterprise can create

its own internal SLA based on a configuration, rather than

a commercial agreement. By using reporting statistics to

visualize how the network is being used and by creating a

user profile based on more than just an IP address, IT teams

can really start to nail network performance.

E. SOFTWARE-DEFINED PROTECTION

In physical data centers, security architecture is complex.

It often requires multiple servers, specialized hardware

FIGURE 6. SLA provisioning in a SDDC.

devices, network identities, and more. In a SDCC, security

is based on logical policies. It can be related to the con-

cept of mathematical walls replacing the physical walls of a

data center. SDP does not rely on physical location of data;

information may be protected anywhere it resides. It is a

practical security methodology to cope with the continuously

changing security needs. It provides a multi-level security

in data centers. The SDP security is managed through three

virtual layers namely enforcement layer, control layer and

management layer. The enforcement layer provides secu-

rity functions on different segments of the network whereas

control layer and management layer provide access control

and interface functions, respectively. SDP offers a hassle

free secure infrastructure to protect organizations using cloud

services [49].

As cloud-based security provisioning systems are moving

security controlling functions from network administrators to

cloud data centers, SDP ensures the use of trusted channels

to validate and safeguard all communications to and from the

cloud. In following sections, we discuss SDP related concepts

and concerns in detail.

SDP introduces simplicity in security management by

bringing in logic based policies. These policies are indepen-

dent of any security device. This adaptive, virtualization secu-

rity is achieved by abstraction of security resources across

network boundaries. SDP is also independent of data locality.

It integrates a range of network security controls into a single

coordinated engine [50] for intelligent analysis. This practice

action is unique to SDPs and is difficult to be achieved in

traditional security systems.

SDP also improves the visibility and tracking of net-

work activity. It enables network administrators to detect
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anomalous behavior of processes that would be invisible to

them with physical devices. This brings a greater degree

of control in network management and helps in mapping

security policies for the network in a convenient way.

The use of one security policy language to manage security

infrastructure in SDP enables network administrators to auto-

mate the policy execution process from a centralized location

[115]. This reduces chances of human intervention errors

in network and brings significant ease of administration.

By offering unique function-based security architecture, SDP

gives organizations an agile protection solution.

Indeed, traditional physical DC security architectures are

usually rigid with conventional network security measure-

ments relying on static machines and network identities [49].

This problem is further complicated when one-solution-fits-

all approach is adopted for all applications. SDP is aimed

at providing defense-in-depth protection plans. A flexible

solution like SDP is best suited for DCswhere a wide range of

network security controls merge up into a single coordinated

engine for analysis and response. As cloud based enterprise

information systems are located in multiple physical sites,

SDP solutions like [49], [50] tend to provide maximum secu-

rity services in SDEs.

F. SOFTWARE-DEFINED STORAGE

Software-defined storage (SDS) is gaining wide attention in

cloud and DC industry. It is a recent trend in the software-

defined paradigm that enables enterprises & cloud providers

to create shared, distributed storage resources. As a result,

IDC forecasts the worldwide software-defined storage (SDS)

market will see a compound annual growth rate of 13.5 per-

cent over the 2017-2021 forecast period, with revenues of

nearly $16.2 billion in 2021 [1], [18]. In SDS, storage-related

controls are decoupled from the physical storage hardware.

SDS is sometimes referred to as a storage hypervisor [46].

Although the two concepts are somewhat similar, yet the

biggest difference is the flexibility of hosting storage control

functions from any server hardware in the network.

While the concept of storage virtualization allows multiple

storage devices or disk arrays to be pooled together. On the

other hand, SDS is not about separating capacity from a stor-

age device but about separating the storage control functions

from the storage device.

VMWare [51] defines SDS as a fundamental component

of the SDDC. With SDS, resources are abstracted to enable

pooling, replication, and on demand distribution. With the

emergence of SDS technology, the demarcation between net-

work hardware and software layers will eventually disap-

pear [52]. This centrally managed storage philosophy allows

all physical and virtual resources to be visible and supports

devices from different storage vendors.

SDCC can be defined as an approach for develop-

ing cloud services where management and monitoring of

all the resources (compute, storage, data center, security,

SLA, etc.) are software-defined [25]. This concept enables

flexible management of hardware and software resources.

SDCC encompasses a variety of concepts and infrastruc-

ture components, where each component can be provisioned,

operated, and managed through an API. In the following,

we report a description for the main SDCC architectural

elements.

III. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SDCC MODEL-BASED

SOLUTIONS

Current SDCC environments are in an early stage of devel-

opment. A full-fledged SDC environment might take years to

come into existence. Current implementations involve partial

deployment of SDC features or functions to only a limited

area of service. In many cases, a sudden transformation to a

new stream is considered risky. In this regard, the concept

to outsource enterprise middlebox processing in clouds is

proposed in [53]. The developed system named APLOMB

(Appliance for Outsourcing Middleboxes), outsources mid-

dlebox functionalities to a third party for ease of manage-

ment and reduced price. In another development, a cloud

computing architecture based on SDCC concepts is presented

in [22] which focuses on improving services delivery features

for data-intensive applications and suggests software-defined

enhancements for Cloudsim [54] simulation software. This

work also provides a flexible guideline for improving existing

cloud models with enhanced software-defined administration

features.

A concept termed as ‘‘Operational excellence’’ [55] is

presented to leverage SDCC concepts for achieving fault

tolerance and recovery. The presented concept uses various

configuration states to determine the sequence of system

events using OpenStack. Harmony [56] presents a vision

to develop an architecture which can coordinate different

network services in SDDCs. By exploiting virtualization of

network functions in conjunction with SDNs, NetVM [57]

facilitates the development of customizable data-plane pro-

cessing capabilities for VM administration in SDDCs.

Considering that DC network configurations must not

change during a workload migration process, NVP based

prototype approaches are proposed in [34], [58] which deliver

convenient ways to handle SDC related applications.

SDCCs can provide an interface to control data organiza-

tion across huge storage platforms. They also ensure that the

storage infrastructure is following software-defined princi-

ples. A novel software-defined cooperative caching frame-

work is presented in [59] which manage data placement

concerns for multi-tier servers and storage applications in

a coherent way. Similarly, a vision for service modulariza-

tion based on real-world customer requirements is provided

in [60] which describes the pros and cons of different classes

of APIs from customers and cloud service provider perspec-

tive. Insights for improvement of designs of SDE and DCs

are presented in [61]. The presented work also proposes an

approach to honor consumer requirements in view of SLAs.

A complete SDC solution centralizes control of network

infrastructure and operates across virtual- and physical-

device layers. This maximizes operational efficiency with
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TABLE 1. A list of past programmability efforts.

FIGURE 7. Sample architecture of a TOSCA cloud environment.

automated network configuration and management. In [55],

authors describe software-defined technologies benefiting

cloud service providers and end-users. They present IBM’s

vision for SDN, virtualization and underlying physical net-

work infrastructure.

The easy creation andmanipulation of SDEs enablemodel-

based deployment of various market-oriented standards. One

of these upcoming standards is TOSCA [62], [63]. A simpli-

fied architecture of TOSCA cloud environment is presented

in Fig. 7 where TOSCA modeling container coordinates with

cloud services allow processors to perform network applica-

tion management.

In order to create, allocate and control heterogeneous

infrastructure resources, a hyper-converged computing archi-

tecture is presented in [64]. The proposed system supports

workload processing for basic DC infrastructure applications

to resource-hungry analytics applications.

The existing work on SDCC is mostly related to areas

like SLA management, middlebox configuration, and SDN

controls for DCs. By presenting a comprehensive view on

the potential of SDCs, we discuss their implementation chal-

lenges and opportunities in the following sections.We believe

that the explosive growth witnessed in mission-critical and

performance-sensitive applications in SDCC paradigm is an

encouraging move for its future development.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

In this section we highlight the implementation challenges.

The discussion has been restricted to four major domains i.e.

programmability, scalability, interoperability and security for

SDCC.

A. PROGRAMMABILITY

Programmability in a network enables it to accommodate a

higher level of network services. In Table 1, we give a short

outline of past programmability efforts in networking. Cur-

rent DC hardware and management architectures are often

rigid. This restricts administrators to follow vendor-defined

and hardware-specific rules. A series of research efforts are

related tomake the programmability of existing network tech-

nologies a possibility [2], [24], [65]. These efforts will help

in developing better tools for debugging and testing networks

[66], [67]. Following sections provide a detailed insight on

contributions made by SDCs in achieving programmability

for cloud networking infrastructures.

Conventional DCs face the challenges of handling high-

performance packet flows to provide connectivity between

servers. They use scaling and server overbooking methods

to reduce service costs. C-Through [68] and Helios [69]

present two major hybrid packet and circuit switched

DC network architectures. These architectures improve
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circuit-switched network performance by enabling them

to supply higher bandwidth to applications. This helps in

achieving the balance between inter and intra-DC network

traffic demands. Intelligent switching schemes are considered

to be highly successful as they bring switching information to

a single logical file system for analysis [70], [71]. Intelligent

switching schemes also lower network asset utilization by

using best-fit switching hardware devices.

Self-adaptable services and their composition help net-

work administrators to manage load shifts, traffic routing and

control features in a SDDC. Self-adaptability concepts are

gaining importance in clouds and distributed systems. It is

because themiddleware infrastructure plays an important role

in self-adaptive services composition. SDCC concepts open

network to application developers, who may write applica-

tions tomanage network elements and data flows according to

their requirements e.g. Google uses a virtual network overlay

and switching fabric to connect cluster routers [72]. Similarly,

SDN interface to routing system (SDN I2RS) [2] describes a

number of possible uses for developing an interface between

SDN and its controlled applications. DCs worldwide energy

consumption from 2005 to 2010 has risen by 56% [73].

A novel novel energy efficient flow scheduling and rout-

ing algorithm for SDN-enabled DC networks is proposed

in [148]. By bringing in programmability features to control

management interface, OpenStack Neat [74] can help DC

administrators to reduce energy consumption in conventional

as well as pure SDDCs prototypes. It is an extended version of

OpenStack that helps in reducing energy consumption by re-

allocating VMs using live migration schemes. Extending the

same approach to SDDCs enables them to save power usage

to a greater extent.

SLAsmust be monitored carefully to ensure that no service

operations and rules are violated. A programmable manage-

ment framework has been presented in [75] which use SDN

principles to address multiple SLA monitoring and compli-

ance concerns.

B. SCALABILITY

SDDC promises to deliver easier design, operation and

administration of cloud infrastructures. This enables them

to develop networks that can accept the changing system

requirements [84], [85], [87], [92]. Cloud operators like

Google and Yahoo employ large scale parallel processing

algorithms to manage scalability challenges. These com-

panies also use high-performance network services to pro-

vide efficient connectivity between physical servers. SDCC

architectures can resolve these problems by providing hyper-

scalability in DCs which may result in improved DC perfor-

mance. In the following sections, we examine that how SDCC

scalability enhancements are influencing conventional cloud

DC architectures.

Applications running on VMs in a DC must be scalable.

When scalability requirements increase, additional VMs are

required to process the workload [145]. SDN controllers [83]

manage workload related challenges to ensure seamless

integration and processing of these applications. SDN con-

trollers also facilitate network administrators to develop and

customize network environments where network traffic engi-

neering schemes can be developed and tested.

SDC concepts push network control functions to a cen-

tralized controller. This brings up some scalability concerns.

As networks expand, more network requests are sent to the

controller, until a point comes when it can no longer handle

all incoming requests. This issue can be resolved by using the

concepts of parallelism [84], [85].

SDDC functions when processed on a high scale, can

overload a centralized controller very easily. This problem

can be resolved by installing rules on network switches.

Implementing rules on switching eliminates scalability bot-

tleneck issues before they can affect the overall system

performance.

Frameworks such as Onix [17], Hyperflow [86] and

Kandoo [87] provide solutions to these problems. Onix [17] is

a network-wide control platform running on multiple devices

to oversee a set of switches. It is often used to help in

scalability issues. Hyperflow [86] is a logically centralized

and physically distributed framework. It gives applications a

consistent and durable control over scalability issues. Kan-

doo [87] framework employs a tier-based method to manage

controller traffic. Table 2 contains a list of famous SDN

controllers with a short description.

Cloud architectures support the deployment and migration

of applications between different cloud tenants. This is made

possible by the cloud manager. AutoSlice [104] is a software-

defined virtualization proposal that automates the deploy-

ment of SDN features for intermediate mediation services.

This helps cloud managers to accommodate and facilitate a

large number of tenants.

C. INTEROPERABILITY

SDCCs interoperability concerns still remain a challenge for

the IT industry. Standardization efforts support a smooth tran-

sition from traditional cloud environment to SDE. It is simple

and convenient to deploy a completely new SDDC because

all its elements and devices would be software-defined [101].

However, it is not the same when it comes to transforming

existing DCs to SDDC pattern. There is a large number of

conventional networking equipment and swapping them with

SDN-enabled infrastructure is not possible. Swapping out

option is often suitable for closed environments such as a test-

bed or a campus network etc.

Keeping in view the current scenario, it is difficult to

collect any live data from SDN related networks on the

internet [105].

Open Data Center Alliance (OCDA): OCDA is unifying

DCs migration to cloud computing environments. By using

interoperable solutions, it proposed a detailed documentary

on SDN use case models for cloud DCs [106]. It also

suggested standard SDN requirements for deploying cloud

datacenters.
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TABLE 2. List of SDN controllers with short description.

Alliance for Telecommunication Industry Solutions (ATIS):

It addresses programmability standards for interoperable

telecommunication devices.

European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI):

Its focus is on developing standards for key enabling tech-

nologies like the SDN and NFV for IT and Telecommunica-

tion industry.

In order to ensure quick transformation from conventional

DCs to SDDCs, organizations should recognize the need of

inter-DC traffic architectures and rules. These rules can be

implemented on DCs after making regulatory changes in

enterprise SLAs. In order to accomplish a complete trans-

formation solution, a company needs to develop a product

development agenda. In Table 3, we present a list of software-

defined cloud orchestration platforms with a short description

of their components and applications.

Due to lack of standardization, SDN controllers developed

by different vendors may exhibit contrary behaviors. Using

different controllers also leads to network traffic bottlenecks.

An interoperability standard solution may also reduce these

complexities [112]. A standard or multi-vendor supported

SDN controller will play a key role in answering controller

interoperability related issues in SDDCs.

Rapid advancements in cloud and mobile cloud technolo-

gies resulted in development of resource intensive applica-

tions [53]. The Telco cloud network is evolving towards an

orchestrated ecosystem of vendor agnostic hardware, multi-

vendor virtualized network functions and orchestration plat-

forms. Organizations like ATIS and ETSI are developing

standards for a unified multi-services orchestration platform

that can manage Telco cloud related functions [106]. An ideal

environment to operate these multi-vendor orchestration

platforms is possible once they follow standard operating

instructions. As SDCC is in its early phase of development,

its interoperability issues still need to be addressed in all

domains. Several proposals and techniques have been pre-

sented [53], [113], [114] to reduce interoperability concerns

and costly migration to SDC environments.

D. SECURITY

SDCC integrates a range of network security control services

into a single pane of glass view for analysis and control

[115], [117]. This orchestration is critical for compliance

requirements. It is because SDC security policies and their

related security events can be integrated into a real-time

policy driven system. This will result in minimizing security

overheads on shared resources. It is noteworthy that achieving

the same results over traditional DC based approaches is

expensive and complex [122]. This dynamism of SDDCs

is mostly due to their flexibility, virtualization, and on

demand resources provisioning capability. SDP mechanisms

introduce simplicity by delivering protection models. They

improve DC security in the following ways,

1. Assist administrators in providing easy ways of detect-

ing activity using previous logs, policy matching, and result-

based optimization approaches.

2. Establish measures to determine and minimize policy

conflicts among SDN controllers.

3. Facilitate services management for bandwidth allocation

under predefined criteria.
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TABLE 3. List of Software-defined cloud orchestration platforms with small description.

In the following sections, we discuss various aspects

of SDP in delivering enhanced security services to cloud

tenants.

Role based authorization services restrict system access to

authorized users. They are attracting increasing attention in

large network applications. Although these authorization ser-

vices have often been criticized for their complexity in setting

up an initial role structure, yet they have been successful in

distributed environments. Role based authorization features

are now being extended in DevoFlow [84], Beacon [88],

NOX [115], and Maestro [92] controllers to address runtime

authorization based security threats.

Threat modeling can help in eradicating major secu-

rity threats. As major threat modeling methodologies lack

automation, it is very difficult to scale them in large DCs.

Techniques like STRIDE and P.A.S.T.A. (Process for Attack

Simulation and Threat Analysis) perform automated security

functions and can be implemented in SDDCs. Employing

P.A.S.T.A. [116] in SDDC can reduce the high costs of

security vulnerability. Its methodical approach makes threat

identification very smooth and convenient. STRIDE on the

other hand analyzes a network for its susceptibility to threats.

STRIDE has also been employed in [117] to enumerate poten-

tial vulnerabilities of OpenFlow onwidely used virtual switch

and controller applications.

A security policy implementation plan consists of two

major parts. The first part prevents external threats and main-

tains the integrity of the network, while the second part

reduces internal risks by defining appropriate measures for

utilizing network resources.

Implementing an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) on basis of

SLAs require extensive planning. It is because rule conflict

detection in conventional cloud technology is an exhaustive

process. In this regard, FortNOX [115], a role-based security

enforcement kernel for NOX OpenFlow controller is pre-

sented. It checks flow rule contradictions in real time. Its

security kernel detects security policy violations. In another

relevant approach, VeriFlow [118] considers slicing of net-

work functions into classes for checking invariant property

violations by implementing security algorithms.

While SDDCs promise an enhanced and agile security

solution through a trusted, automated and multi-vendor

management platform, Unified Security Policy (USP) [50]

implementation can be the right solution. USP ease the man-

agement of complicated network policies by delivering infor-

mation about policy restrictions. In SDDCs, introducing USP

capabilities can also ensure the implementation of consoli-

dated security policy updates.

SDDCs can facilitate the enforcement of appropriatemulti-

functional security policies. These policies can be imple-

mented by using the concept of trust zones [50], where each

trust zone can execute security policies through attached

hypervisor interfaces. This concept enables an automated

enforcement of security policies to alarm on potential security

provocations and provides instant compliance reporting for

major standards and mandates. We present a comparison
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TABLE 4. A comparative view of SDP functions in SDDCs.

between conventional cloud and SDDCs security functions

in Table 4.

Complete data center transformation to software-defined

principles will take years. The existing data center transfor-

mation initiatives include standardization/consolidation, vir-

tualization, automation and security enhancements. During to

current rigid state of data centers, the transformation process

is facing numerous challenges. In Table 5, we summarize the

research work on implementation challenges in transforming

data centers mainly in terms of programmability, scalability,

interoperability and security.

V. LIMITATIONS IN LARGE SCALE ADOPTION

SDCC concepts are at very early stage of development.

However, many software and hardware vendors have already

started selling products to enable the SDCC paradigm. These

products include a wide range of virtualization services, man-

agement and orchestration platforms, storage resource man-

agers, and hybrid-cloud deployment solutions. Considering

the expected developing pace of SDDCs, enterprises should

adopt these infrastructures.

Considering the current hypothetical state of SDDCs

implementation, organizations can initially start by benefiting

from basic SDN control features in their DCs [41]. To trans-

late the SDCCvision into reality, the industry has to overcome

several challenges, including but not limited to the following:

1. Standardization: the rise of software-centric cloud net-

working will shift the burden of innovation from equipment

vendors to developer communities, but for that to happen,

developers and users will have to ensure that SDN standards

are completely open and interoperable. A number of propos-

als address intra- and inter-networking challenges problems

for open source systems and DCs [119], [120], [121], but no

explicit solutions for SDCC has been reported at this stage.

A common open standards-based framework for SDDC to

leverage the implementation and interoperability concerns is

therefore necessary.

2. Multivendor coordination: due to multivendor coordi-

nation, SDN-enabled switches support traffic control, but

to ensure their continued support, consistent coordination

among vendors is required. The need of specific traffic con-

trol policies for centralized network environments and lack

of explicit service models for service deliverance are major

obstacles in their large scale adoption.

3. Data center communication: there is an emerging under-

standing that transformation of conventional DCs to SDDCs

can provide a number of new opportunities for network

service providers. However, these opportunities also face a

lot of challenges. SDN adoption challenges and their solu-

tions have been addressed in [122]. Other challenges include

inter-DC communication limitations over large scale-cloud

environments as its performance may heavily impact the

QoS of deployed services and requires purposely-designed

approaches to be monitored [138], [139].

4. Orchestrating virtualization functions: in recent years,

cloud systems (e.g. DC hardware and NFV functions)
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TABLE 5. Summary of implementation challenges.
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witnessed a series of dynamic changes. One of the major

reasons behind these rapid changes is the increasing varia-

tion in user requirements [111]. Virtualization concepts when

intertwined with SDN concepts bring mutual benefits to net-

work applications. At present, SDDC architectures provide

support for both conventional and software-defined cloud

concepts. Currently, SDDCs implementations employ con-

ventional cloud orchestration platforms to manage routine

DC virtualization functions while software-defined concepts

are used to control switching and routing functions. A plug-in

based approach [123] can also be used to put cloud orches-

tration and virtualization functions under one umbrella. This

will ease services delivery features to greater extent.

5. Network monitoring: the role of monitoring activities in

high performance networks is critical for their management.

In the short term, the SDDC operations can be supported

by the already existing network management protocols such

as SNMP, NETCONF, etc. [60], [100], [111]. Unfortunately

due to the absence of proper management interface standards,

it is hard for software-defined infrastructure to use third-

party management solutions. A proper information exchange

between these platforms is therefore desired and can be pro-

vided by user-friendly interfaces. In this regard, monitoring

solutions leveraging the mandatory messages of the protocols

adopted in SDN architectures (e.g. OpenFlow) have been also

proposed to monitor QoS parameters [140]–[142]. Finally,

techniques leveraging non-cooperative approaches have been

also proposed to obtain additional knowledge about cloud

performance [139], [143], [144]. These techniques allow net-

work administrators to allocate network traffic resources on

basis of user profiles.

VI. CASE STUDIES - SOFTWARE-DEFINED CLOUD

ORCHESTRATION FUNCTIONS: MERIDIAN AND FRENETIC

SDC platforms support a variety of services. With cloud

applications demanding greater flexibility and access rights

over network, SDN concept seems a natural approach. The

emergence of software defined paradigm in cloud computing

also provides opportunities to seamlessly integrate applica-

tions through user-friendly interfaces and automation.

In this section, we explore the Meridian [23] and the Fre-

netic projects [24] as our case studies to understand the real

time threats and challenges concerning SDEs.Meridian cloud

platform architecture is inspired by SDN model and can sup-

port several cloud orchestration platforms. On the other hand,

Frenetic replaces the available low-level imperative interface

by delivering intuitive abstractions for programming. These

platforms have been studied in the following sections.

A. MERIDIAN – THE SDN PLATFORM FOR

CLOUD COMPUTING

Meridian is a SDC framework which supports service-level

model to deliver cloud services. Meridian also supports ser-

vices related to topology views which are used to gather

performancemetrics and statistics for various functions of the

cloud network.

Meridian service model functions in terms of logical

topologies. It delivers a service-level network model which

specifies services associated with the VMs. Meridian com-

ponents provide associated APIs with information to interact

with a network through the cloud controller. Following is a

short description of its architectural components.

Meridian employs entities to identify virtual links and

construct connectivity topology among VMs. The Planner

maintains a flow of scheduled tasks. It decides whether to

execute these tasks in a parallel or a sequential mode.

The Deployer acts as a central point in Meridian’s archi-

tectural hierarchy from where network commands are sent.

The Quantum plug-in [124] was developed for mapping

basic Quantum constructs to Meridian network model. After-

wards, aMeridian virtual network for enabling all-to-all com-

munication was developed which enabled Quantum network

manager to function by using Meridian standard APIs. This

integration enabled Meridian to offer high-level connectivity

and policy abstractions for cloud applications.

IBMSCP [125] combines infrastructure and platformman-

agement capabilities to deliver virtualization services in cloud

data centers. Meridian’s integration with SCP uses network

robots (or bots) to manage image, volume and computing

resources.

A new network bot was created to support Meridian’s net-

work service features. This enablesMeridian to communicate

with SCP through the network leader bot.

A major challenge in Meridian implementation is its

capacity for supporting large number of network requests.

Improvements are underway to improve its topology discov-

ery services. Our selection of Meridian as a case study is its

flexible virtual network support architecture.

This supports a large variety of application topologies and

cloud controllers. A short description of Meridian’s architec-

tural components and functions is given in Table 6.

B. FRENETIC – PROGRAMMING THE SDN APPLICATIONS

SDCs allow to deploy existing applications and new ones.

They ensure a neat and clean environment between net-

working devices and their applications. Overall, application

development in today’s SDN-enabled controllers is a difficult

task [82], [127]. Indeed, for load balancing among back-

end servers, a controller can split flows over several server

replicas which are too difficult to implement. Protocols such

as OpenFlow [11] directly communicate with the underlying

switching hardware. Similarly, controllers like Beacon [88],

NOX [89] and Floodlight [90] also support the same

low-level interface. It is therefore necessary to develop a

mechanism which can support multiple-level coordination

simultaneously.

The goal of Frenetic project [24] (also known as Pyretic)

is to facilitate the creation of an environment for developing

software-defined applications [25].

Frenetic is used to query network state and define policies.

This process is completed in two steps: policy composition

and packet flow update.
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TABLE 6. Simplified overview of meridian [23] architecture and functions with short description.

During the policy composition step, policies are associated

with predefined criteria. The aim of performing this function

is to ensure policy enforcement. On the other hand, during

the packet flow update, a per-packet consistent update policy

is used. This policy guarantees that all network packets are

forwarded and processed by using the same policy.

In practice, implementing policy based approaches

and optimizations may slow down the network perfor-

mance [126]. If a network topologymodification is made dur-

ing run time, Frenetic can update the switching information

to improve network performance.

We present a simplified overview of Frenetic functions

in Table 7.

Orchestration is often known as the automated configura-

tion and management of computing systems. In data centers,

cloud orchestration platforms function as a tool for manage-

ment of interconnections and interactions among workloads.

In Table 8, we present a checklist of important software-

defined cloud orchestration platforms on basis of cloud-

services orchestration and other specific functions.

VII. RESEARCH EFFORTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this section, we highlight some important research streams

in SDCC.

1. Network management system: Network management

systems like Procera [128] and network configuration lan-

guages like Frenetic [24] are required to deliver enhanced

network administration features. To further improve support

for network management systems, solutions pertaining to

specialized hardware, operating systems, and networking

applications can also be presented.

2. Load balancing and route optimization: Customized

APIs can be developed to improve performance optimization

features in SDDCs. As we witness major contributions in

path exploration [129], route withdrawal [130], latency con-

vergence [131] and network views optimization [24], there

is a huge scope for developing performance tuning related

applications for SDDCs.

3. Content delivery: Increased support for content delivery

services in SDNs is presented in [132]. Efforts can be made to

realize Information Centric Networking (ICN) development

through SDCC concepts.

4. Policy enforcement and validation: Floodlight [90], Pro-

cera [128] and Mirage [133] present scalable solutions for

policy isolation and validation features using SDNs. In order

to enable SDDCs to access required NFV features, policy

enforcement and validation schemes can be developed to

administer real-time traffic challenges.

5. Autonomous system: Autonomous system concepts and

their functional roles can be incorporated in SDDCs. This

will help SDDCs to deliver self-healing and self-management

capabilities to enhance users’ service quality.

6, SDN Controller design and network traffic distribution:

The controller placement design issues presented in [134],

[135] can be resolved by improving scalability related con-

cerns of SDN controllers. Proposals can also be made to
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TABLE 7. Simplified overview of frenetic functions.

TABLE 8. SDC functional classification.

deliver efficient solution for cloud controller related issues

like flow delays, overheads and data modeling in near

future.

7. Heterogeneous deployment solutions: SDDC deploy-

ment needs a shared, compounded, and well-managed phys-

ical medium which can ensure a decentralized environment

that is free of disruptions and delays [7], [57], [64]. Efforts

can be made to develop solutions to deploy a SDE alongside

legacy infrastructure. These solutions can unify legacy and

latest DC peripherals, allowing users to experience an accel-

erated service innovation. This can also help in reducing costs

and will protect the current investments in cloud business.

8. Internet Exchange Points (IXPs): Deploying SDN

schemes at IXPs offers new solutions for solving inter-

domain routing challenges. Thus, SDX controller [136] is

a vital development in this regard as it provides sequential
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composition of policies that change inter-domain routing.

The flexibility provided by the SDNs enabling their usage in

DCs and IXPs can be further explored in the future.

9. Development of migration schemes: Complete migra-

tion from conventional cloud architectures to SDDCs is a

gradual and step-by-step task [39]. This may also require

rewriting network policy configurations from the beginning,

which is one of the reasons why administrators are reluctant

to transfer their systems to software-defined environments.

Exodus [137] suggests generating network topologies that are

functionally similar to the original networks. This methodol-

ogy helps to identify the network topology related changes

made during a migration process. Applications can be devel-

oped in the future to disintegrate and reduce dependencies in

cloud migration processes.

10. Power management models: Power management

techniques for reducing DC energy consumption can deliver

significant opportunities for operational cost savings and

other business values [38], [42], [74]. In many areas, energy

reduction initiatives can actually be used for generating rev-

enue. These power management and efficient energy model

proposals can be further pursued to develop an all together

green DC.

11. Language for developing function models: SDCC

concepts enable network programmers to design simple

abstractions for monitoring data traffic and update network

policies [24]. Research efforts are required to develop policy

based languages that makes it convenient for network admin-

istrators to manage network traffic functions in DCs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Traditional DC architectures are rigid and complex, giving

rise to vendor lock-in related problems for network infras-

tructures. Vendor- and hardware-specific restrictions are the

long standing problems in conventional DCs. SDDCs address

these issues by providing an open environment for users to

manage data centers according to their requirements. The

provision of global view and consistent policies in SDDCs

make them the best option for users, service providers,

administrators, and developers. Indeed, SDDCs are able to

accommodate new and existing applications on multiple

cloud platforms and their enhanced control over security and

power usage levels. SDDCs are likely to reduce management

costs as well, with no need of specific skills to operate

network devices through vendor-specific interfaces. SDDCs

are also expected to pave the way for development of new

applications to fulfill user demands.

In spite of some recent interesting attempts that address

SDCC features, the literature on the vast topic concerning

their role in cloud was still limited. In this paper, we tried to

fill this gap. The topics, the content, and the ideas presented

in this paper will help in adopting a unified approach towards

implementing SDCC concepts in future.

We began our paper by explaining basic SDCC architec-

tural elements. We discussed its architectural challenges and

limitations and surveyed various developments occurring in

this domain. The main motivation to perform a comprehen-

sive survey is to develop a consensus among the research

community and to promote the idea of SDEs in cloud environ-

ments. A number of vendors are actively developing compo-

nents and standards for adopting SDCC approach. Ultra large

scale service providers (e.g. Google, Yahoo and Amazon) can

potentially rip huge benefits from this.

SDCC concepts are promoting advancements in several

areas including physical hardware and legacy infrastructures,

network management and infrastructure bridging elements.

We strongly believe that SDCC will continue to witness

enormous growth in the near future and their adoption would

add new levels of flexibility in cloud network programming

and management.
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